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Come Along & take A Ride with 555

(PRWEB) June 30, 2000 -- A New R&B Group On The Musical Highway To Top The Charts!

New York,NY....SouthCarolina is home to summer get-aways and good old southern hospitality. Now the
Palmetto State has some new bragging rights with it's latest prize-555, and no we are not talking about the local
highway in South Carolina, but the rather the dynamic R&B group from Peach Phuzz Entertainment. This
talented young quartet deceided on the name 555 (pronounced five fifty-five) because just as the highway
connects peolple and places, so will their music.

The group consists of Jay (19), Moe (21), Kel (22) and Will (24) who blend their individual personalities and
sounds, to completement each other as a single entity, in a way that has been heard since Boyz II Men first
arrived on the music scene. Moe says it best "We are the new millennium sound. We are out to touch
everyone!"

The group has been making a name for itself in their home state, but now they are gracing the rest of the
country with their melodious sound, which fluctuates, from laid-back and romantic, to funky and soulful. There
first single, the "No One Else" hits stores early summer 2000, with their debut album, Platinum-The 555
Project, droping in the summer/fall of 2000. Other standout songs on the album include "Girl like You," "First
Kiss," "See you Again," and "Shake." "Our fans will have our future in their hands. We do not plan to go
anywhere. Our album is going to be a hit," states Moe confidently. 555 talents aren't limited to just singing
though, by using some of theie life experiences for inspiration, the group co-wrote the songs and worked on the
production of their debut album.

"We hope for a career of longevity," express Kel, who has nothing to worry about, because with this group's
talent, energy, and performance skills, they will soon prove to be the hottest new r&b act around. Going for a
ride with 555 promises to be an excursion into the realms of excitement and ecstasy. Fasten your seat belts, and
ley 555 take you to the End Of The Road!
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Contact Information
Glenn Miller / Vickie Charles
Double XXposure

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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